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INTRODUCTION

For my retail trend report I will be focusing on the trend experiential retail and links within that 
subject. Experiential purchasing is the idea that a retailer offers consumers a chance to buy an 
experience rather than just an object or service. ‘Not only is shopping melting into everything, but 
everything is melting into shopping’. Teufel, P. and Zimmermann, R. (2015). Within the trend of 
experiential retail, I will be looking at key headings such as hyper-personalisation, the effect it has on 
the customer, emotion mapping, human centric and creating a journey/experience.
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Everyone has a sense of what personalisation means, but 
when it comes to actually personalising experiences for your 
customer it is important to have an understanding of the 
customers desires. 

Personalisation as a concept is forever evolving. 

“ But personalised shopping can also mean something else in 
retail, especially among smaller independents. Curated retail 
is another way for consumers to escape the overwhelming 
number of choices available to them. Curated retail ensures 
focused shopping and product relevancy – it provides a 
customer with choices that will be of interest, but it needn’t 
necessarily use curation software to deliver content based on 
previous shopping choices, interactions and set preferences.” 
Annesley, C. (2016)

“The rapid barrage of everyday distractions has made shoppers harder to 
attract but experiential retail may offer a solution. By integrated technology 
into the shopping experience, retailers are able to attract and retain custom-
ers.” Policy, P. (2013)

An example of an interactive fashion store is the New Balance flagship located in New York, the 
footwear manufacturer wants you to experience their products, lifestyle and its brand identity. The 
experience is special as it’s not like a regular store, more in the design style of a factory. With a 4,000 
square foot showroom it showcases the New Balance designs as well as giving the customers the 
opportunity to personalise and custom build their own individual shoes digitally on to a IPad. The 
experience emphasises on the craftsmanship involving customers in the production of the shoe mak-
ing and the design process.

g

Experiential retail is an important aspect within retail design as it’s expanding the boundaries 
between the seller and the customer. This gives the consumer the chance to buy an experience and 
a memory rather than just a physical object, retailers know in this industry have to come up with 
a technique that’s memorable or talkative to draw in their clients. It’s a changes how the company 
pitch their sale trends and tactics as digital components are becoming more and more popular as 
technology is advancing. Many fashion retailers offer interactive shopping experiences or online 
social networking features.

WHAT IS EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL? PERSONALISATION
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HOW DOES THE EXPERIENCE AFFECT CUSTOMERS?
The experience of a store is vital to the customer and the brand as it affects their decision to come 
back to the store and recommend it to a friend, they generate loyalty to gain sales and margins. An 
experience could be many things within retail whether it be a basic level of interacting with free 
samples such as perfumes, lipsticks shades or food in supermarkets.

To create an experience your store has to be described as a destination point, something that makes 
it different and stand out such as including hybrid spaces. This makes you stay longer within the 
store as there is more to look at. The Burberry flagship in London is a physical representation of 
their website. What makes this high fashioned brand unique is that is holds the world’s tallest retail 
screen, performance stage and clothing containing RFID microchips that when tried on by shoppers, 
transforms dressing room mirrors into screens that show how the clothes will look appearing on the 
catwalk.

Social media is powerful as engaging with the 
customers opens up more bridges into gaining 
sales as you can advertise and digitally interact 
with the brand by surveys, designing clothes, 
competitions etc.

Key words for the designer to consider
- What does it smell like?
- Noise levels
- Atmosphere
- What can you see?
- How does it make you feel?

SENSORY

Sensory, touch and feel factor gives the opportunity to experience 
the products, brand lifestyles and values. Understanding sensory 
stimulation of people in human environments is an important as-
pect when thinking about designing an interior space. Our senses 
stimulate the experience, emotions and memories. Lindstrom, M. 
(2005) states our emotions are linked to the information gathered 
through senses. “A concept of branding that stimulates and en-
hances consumer’s imagination and perception, creating emotion-
al ties between the brand and consumer.”
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CREATING AN EXPERIENCE OR JOURNEY

Creating an experience and journey is about the way the retail space is set out, as the lay out suggests 
how the customer should move around the space looking at each section. While thinking about the 
journey around the shop, also the journey to get to the store is important as the convenience of hav-
ing shops located near people’s homes and work place attract more customers during the day.

2 out of 3 customers are less likely to shop in a retail environment 
if they have problems with their shopping experience. It is the de-
signers responsibility to showcase a clear journey throughout the 
store, to do this you must; think carefully about the signage and 
clear navigations points, service point, the layout of the queues, 
shop assistance having lots of employees on the store floor and a 
range of technology or interactive activities. A good retailer would 
consider asking for feedback on the feel of their store as retail is 
a two-way process, they should always be listening to customers 
and wanting to develop the store. Putting yourself in the custom-
er’s eyes allows you to take a step back and realise how someone 
is feeling  when entering and how they move around. How you 
move around the store could be vital to a customer’s experience of 
the brand as the layout and space can change the mood of cus-
tomers and the feel of the atmosphere if it’s too open or tightly 
spaced.

“Architects and retail designers are now challenged by their clients (and increasingly consumers) to 
think about if and how the digital and the physical space can be merged to offer the public a new 
experience and to enhance competitiveness.” The future of retail design (no date)

Emotion mapping is a personal meeting or feeing different when 
you walk into a space, different areas could stimulate different 
emotions. As a retailer you have to think what should the custom-
er be feeling as they take the journey through your store.

Customers want a story within 
their purchase, searching for 
a meaning of a product and 
having a greater depth to the 
brands, would make people 
more likely to purchase some-
thing for a cause.

An example of this is the brand TOMS “for each item we sell, we 
give one to those in need” McClellan, K. (2015). This approach 
has a huge hit with immersive shoppers, has it is donating shoes to 
the needed, shopping becomes an act of charity as you are helping 
the brand donate.

EMOTION MAPPING
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Why in time it will become the new normal? Human-centric design within retail spaces is allowing the consumer to become immersed in the 
products purpose.

HYPER PERSONALISATION HUMAN-CENTRIC 

Retailers use a range of collective data based upon the customers 
wish list, loyalty cards, purchase history and style. “Campaigns 
that look at dimensions such as customers’ activity, interest, opin-
ions as well as attitudes, values and behaviours.” Sridhar, S. (2016) 
With this information the brand creates customer specific prod-
ucts and campaigns that produce selective winning results.

Finding a balance between providing personalised experience 
and respecting their privacy. The level of customer intimacy that 
comes with hyper personalisation can result in customer delight 
or discomfort.

Human-centred design is a design and management framework 
that develops solutions to problems by involving the human per-
spective in all steps of the problem solving process. It focuses on 
the users’ needs and requirements and by applying human factors 
and ergonomics to aim to improve human well-being.
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CONCLUSION

Overall there are many aspects and key terms within the retail trend ‘experiential retail’. As I have 
explored different experiences you can get within retail it is clear there is ongoing development in 
this category. As technology is forever progressing, digital interactions will be a key part in physical 
stores, the future will have more online stores and activities while keeping experiential flagship stores 
as a main attraction.
When designing a retail space, it is important to consider the customer, as how they can interact and 
move around visualising everything helps create the idea of buying an experience or memory and 
not just an object. Through all the key areas of experiential retail; personalisation, sensory, emotion 
mapping, journeys and human-centred design that have been explored they all linked with each 
other, via the collecting data, to create a successful product in aid of the consumer. Many brands now 
also offer hybrid spaces within the store as it adds something unique creating a destination point for 
people to attend.
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For my Display Analysis I will be exploring the different styles of shoes displays. I have explored 
aspects of different displays around Sheffield and Leeds. I will be looking at how the retailer has 
placed them within a shop for function or design. The display of shoes is important as long rows can 
be daunting and give a messy low high street feel, whereas showcasing new stock on centre pieces 
will draw in the customer’s eye as there is one focal point. Lighting is also a key element with in retail 
design as it sets the atmosphere of the store and illuminates the products.

(All photos taken by Rachael Kelly, 2016 unless otherwise stated)

INTRODUCTIONDISPLAY ANALYSIS
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 M&S

These images of a typical shoe display of M&S are from the store in Leeds, the picture 
states how there is numerous rows in lines displaying the shoes in different categories. The 
rows are positioned like this for the customer to weave in and out of the aisles in the style 
of a grid. A pattern within the shoe section is that one the end of rows they have the new-
est seasons designs showcased with mannequins and other accessories available, this draws 
you to ideas of how to dress your outfits and a technique of encouraging the customer 
buy more than what they originally came in for. The style of the shelving looks in the style 
of ‘flat pack’ as they are basic white wooden rows. The lighting shows rays of lighting in 
circular and strips across the ceiling, everything seems to be well lit and visible. As there 
is no staff members within the shoe section of the store as M&S is macro store and the 
shoes are only as micro scale if you needed assistance you would have to find a member 
of staff. With the numerous rows there is a vast amount of products on display ranging 
from different styles of shoe such as flats, boots, heels and seasonal. M&S as a minimalistic 
display style as the product is the focus as well as showcasing what your shoes would look 
like with other accessories.

M&S
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Clarks

A main focal point of the 
store is the products of the 
upcoming season displayed 
in the centre of the store so 
it’s the first thing that catches 
your eye when you enter. The 
standard layout of this spe-
cialist shoe shop always has 
the men’s on the left, women’s 
on the right and children’s 
located behind at the back 
with the bags and accesso-
ries. The brand is known for 
high quality leather and long 
lasting shoes; you expect the 
high end quality of service 
when purchasing and being 
fitted. The ladder shelves 
showcase a range of ladies 
boots, the display gives an 
urban feel and the rich warm 
colour of the wood links in 
with the upcoming season of 
autumn and winter. They only 
display one shoe in different 
sizes across the store as it is 
a need for assistance to in-
teract with the employee to 
retrieve the other shoe. The 
materials used are a range of 
timber to create the shelves 
and ladder displays, there is 
also aluminium wire frames 
as a pattern feature displaying 
shoes and handbags. Lights 
are a quirky feature in Clarks 
as there is a range of different 
lamps and drop down lights 
hanging over the displays like 
adds a good amount of light 
to enhance the products. With 
the lighting, colour scheme 
and flowers this defines Clarks 
as a brand as well the quality 
leather.
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Kurt Geiger 

Kurt Geiger is a designer shoe shop and the micro scale of the store indicates the quality of the 
products as the less products displayed shows the higher price and quality design. The space at the 
entrance is open as there is no door only a large glass mirrored display case, this displays the new-
est designs and changes seasonally. The mirrored panelling creates a manipulating illusion of the 
space as the length is projected. The material is a mirrored glass split into a grid for the front feature 
display. There is lighting within the display to light up the newest designs and shoes available, the 
shelving at the side of the store are back lit to showcase the shoes. With just one shoe being displayed 
on the shelf, there is a need for assistance as the staff are there to help with styles and select shoes to 
try on in different sizes, this could also be described as a security precaution being only displaying 
one designer shoe. The store is only small as there is only select designer styles available, the style of 
the store is high quality and sophisticated as it showcases fashion forward luxury designer shoes and 
accessories.

(Shoeperwoman, 2011)
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New look

New look provides shoes at a lower high street price, the shoes are only a micro 
section of the store and are designated to the back end so you have to strate-
gically walk through seeing all the products encouraging you to look and buy 
more items. A unique display feature is having the bird cages hanging down 
over one wall with different pairs inside them. There are huge golden mirrors in 
the centre of the room giving a glamorous atmosphere and makes it more fun 
as you can envision the shoes as you yourself in the grand mirror. The shoes are 
split into different sections making it easier to find what you’re looking for with 
boots, heels, flats etc. The materials are white coated shelving for the stacked 
up displays with grey tiled flooring. The lighting is placed in circular spotlights 
throughout the ceiling a there is a led piece spelling out shoes. All the shoes are 
displayed in pairs and anything not visible either a particular shoe or size you 
would have to ask a member of staff to see if it was in storage, another store or 
available online. The whole back of the store is allocated for women’s shoes and 
display lots of shoes as they are stacked up high against the wall and around the 
room. The style is modern as New Look is fashion forward within the high street 
and the tall golden mirrors add a glamour edge to the store.
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Office

Office is a well know retail shoe brand located on the high street. The typical front façade of office is 
a glass panelling showcasing a vast amount of shoes in the window. One side is dedicated to boots 
and heels and the other trainers and sneakers. There aim is to have as many shelves and displays as 
possible to entice the customer by all the variety, however this also could give off a chaotic atmos-
phere. To use most of the space provided there are lots of shelves on the floor space and bars and 
railings attached to the wall, this is normally used for displaying trainers. The size of the store is at 
a micro scale, this is needed to showcase all the shoes, whenever you enter office there is few seats 
to try the shoes and select space to move around. There is a need for assistance as only one shoe is 
displayed in a select size so you need to ask for other available styles and sizes. This high street brand 
seems to have no particular general style of layout as it is compacted with lots of shelves and bars. 
You can see spotlights positioned around the edges of each wall to illuminated the products.

(Office,latest posts, no date)

(The Hunt, no date)
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 Dune

Dune is a designer brand offering a range of high quality shoes and accessories. I have looked at the 
store in Sheffield Meadowhall and one at Leeds. With designer brands they tend to showcase their 
products within department stores or individual brand boutiques at a micro scale. The window dis-
play is minimalistic and effective by the repetitive design of the having the shoe, bag, shoe etc. This 
style gives a sense of sophistication as it’s an empowering design to show the brand in a minimalistic 
aspect. Dune are notoriously known for the unusual heels attached to the ceiling of their stores, this 
technique is effective as it looks like footprints or a mimicking the idea of walking across a catwalk. 
The way the shoes are displayed the shelves are in sections of shoe design and seasonal trends, there 
is only one shoe displayed as you must ask for customer assistance. The material used is elements 
of glass within the shelving and plastic or paint coated timber in the orange, pink and black colour 
scheme. There are spotlights placed around the ceiling shining light down on the shoes. As only 
one shoe displayed you must ask for the other by a member of staff to get from the stock room. As 
you can see there is a range of shoes, heels and accessories such as handbags. The style of Dune is a 
designer brand that emphaises on fashion forward heels straight from the catwalk, the heels on the 
ceiling gives a catwalk/ footprint effect.

(Dune, Team, 2014)
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COMPARING & CONTRASTING

High street brands like Office, M&S and New look showcase lots of shelves and displays as the shoe 
section is only one section of the store, the micro scale of the section is designed in rows to pro-
duce an easy way of moving around and having all the shoes in sight of the customer. With the vast 
amount of rows customers can find this technique daunting and chaotic as the shoes could be messy 
as there tends to be no staff present in every section of retail store. Some shops display both shoes 
like M&S and New Look as it is more convenient to pick up the shoes straight than ask for assistance. 

Clarks, Dune and Kurt Geiger are more high end designer retailers designed at a micro scale as the 
brand is a speciality shoe retailer and showcase them in a boutique form. The sophistication of the 
design of the display is shown through focal pieces to drawn in and catch your eye such as the Kurt 
Geiger glass mirror display. The atmosphere of the shop could be intimidating if you normally shop 
in high street and lower brands to designer stores, as frequently the price and need for assistance 
emphasises the brand’s high quality and expectations of the product as you want them to be long 
lasting. 

The high street shops are becoming more fashionable to the last trends by adding in feature walls 
or large elegant mirrors like in new look to give the customer a special feeling when looking in the 
mirror to see the shoes, you can imagine what your outfit is going to look like. You are more likely 
to purchase more than one pair of shoes or other accessories when shopping in a high street store as 
the prices are more affordable for everyday living. Whereas if you were to purchase a pair of designer 
shoes or heels you would expect them to last because of the brand. 

CONCLUSION

Throughout my display analysis I have focused on the function and the design of shoe retailers. The 
display of the shoes are important as long rows can be daunting and give a chaotic lower high street 
feel. The key to showcasing seasonal goods is to create a centre piece design to act as a focal point 
when you enter a store. There are differences in layout and expectations of high street and designer 
brands, as you expect the quality and customer assistance based upon the price and knowledge of the 
brand. Displays can change the way you look at the shoes within the store as clear unique displays 
and signage are more appealing to be approached by the customer than numerous aisles of shoes. 
Typically, seasonal and sale shoes are kept in sections towards the front and back of the store to draw 
you in and also making it easier to change the stock and layout. Many retailers put accessories near 
the shoes displayed or on the end of aisles to manipulate the customers into seeing other items that 
work well with the shoes, to increase sales and give the customer an idea of what the product or 
outfit could look like.
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DIY POSTER

G3 
RETAIL SECTOR >> DIY
Group Precedent Study

GROUP NAMES:

ONE PARENT COMPANY CAN HAVE ONE OR MORE SISTER COMPANIES. THE PARENT-SUBSIDIARY OPERATING 

STRUCTURE ALLOWS FOR GREATER DIVERSIFICATION AND INCREASED EFFICIENCIES. SISTER COMPANIES 
ALLOW FOR INCREASE IN SALES, WICKES HAS REPORTEDLY HAD A 6.5% INCREASE IN LIKE-FOR-
LIKES AND A 10.5% SPIKE IN SALES IN ITS HALF YEAR TRADING UPDATE. BY CREATING SISTER COMPANIES 
IT ALLOWS PEOPLE TO HAVE EASY ACCESS TO MORE DIY PRODUCTS WHICH MEANS MORE SALES WILL OCCUR, 

THE SISTER COMPANIES WITHIN THE DIY RETAIL QUARTER ARE:
• B&Q + SCREWFIX
• HOMEBASE + ARGOS
• WICKES + TOOLSTATION
TRAVIS, THE UK’S LARGEST BUILDERS’ MERCHANT AND HOME IMPROVEMENT RETAILER, 
SAID TOOLSTATION, WHICH HAS 103 OUTLETS AND A STRONG INTERNET AND CATALOGUE-
BASED SALES BUSINESS, WILL BE A ‘SIGNIFICANT PROFIT GENERATOR’ FOR THE GROUP.

PREDICTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

THE DIY MARKER RESEARCH WILL CATCH ON EVEN MORE AND WILL DEMOCRATISE OUR SECTOR. I THINK 

THAT DIY WILL INCREASE BECAUSE THE ECONOMY IS DECLINING. PEOPLE 
WILL CHOSE TO GO INTO HARDWARE STORES AND PICK COMPONENTS THEMSELVES. WITH THE SKILLS 
LEARNT THE DIY CONCEPT CAN BE USED TO CREATE NEW CAREERS AND NEW WAYS OF DOING THINGS.

DIY AND THE INTERNET

40% OF CONSUMERS SEARCH ONLINE FOR PRODUCTS WHEN LOOKING FOR ITEMS FOR THE HOUSE.
‘HOME DECOR’ IS THE MOST FREQUENTLY SEARCHED CATEGORY ON PINTEREST 
AND ‘FOR THE HOME’ IS ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR BOARD NAMES.

AMERICAN CONSUMERS ARE 66% MORE LIKELY TO BUY FROM RETAILERS 
WHO HAVE ONLINE APPS COMPARED TO RETAILERS WHO DO NOT.

AFTER THE BIRTH OF ETSY, THE IDEA OF UNIQUE CRAFTS BECAME MORE DESIRABLE AND TRENDY TO CONSUMERS, 

THANKS TO THE WEB. ETSY NOW HAS OVER ONE MILLION SELLERS OF ARTS AND CRAFTS 

THE HISTORY OF FLAT PACK FURNITURE.

FLAT PACK WAS INVENTED IN 1956 BY MR. GILLIS LUNDGREN A SWEDISH DRAUGHTSMAN. THE STORY GOES THAT MR. 
LUNDGREN WAS A CATALOGUE MANAGER FOR A FURNITURE COMPANY AND NEEDED TO TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS OF A TABLE 
AT A STUDIO. HE HAD TO UNSCREW ITS LEGS TO BE ABLE TO FIT IT INTO HIS CAR, WHICH GAVE HIM THE IDEA 
OF MANUFACTURING FURNITURE IN KIT FORM. INCIDENTALLY, HE WAS EMPLOYED BY A  COMPANY CALLED IKEA.

MR GILLIS LUNDGREN 1956: “I THOUGHT:  ‘WHY  NOT 
TAKE OFF THE LEGS?’ THE REST WAS HISTORY.”

LAYOUT

IKEA: 
GENERALLY IKEA CUSTOMERS ENTER THE STORE ON THE SHOWROOM FLOOR, ENSURING THEY SEE THE 
PRODUCTS IN A RELATABLE SETTING, THUS MORE LIKELY TO IMAGINE THEM IN THEIR OWN HOME. 

B&Q: 
HAVING THE SEASONAL SECTIONS AT THE AT THE FRONT OF THE STORE, NEAR THE ENTRANCE, 
ENCOURAGING CUSTOMERS TO BE INTRIGUIED BY THE EVER CHANGING SEASONAL PRODUCTS. LIGHTING/
CURTAINS/BLINDS/WALLPAPER IS TYPICALLY A DIY JOB THAT MOST HOUSEHOLD USERS CAN/WANT TO 
COMPLETE THEMSLVES. THIS IS AT THE BACK OF THE STORE, THUS MAKING THEM WALK THROUGH 
THE REST OF THE STORE TO GET TO THIS SECTION- ENCOURAGING THEM TO BUY OTHER THINGS. 
LIKE IKEA, THE BATHROOM AND KITCHEN SHOWROOMS ARE LOCATED NEAR THE REST OF THE PRODUCTS 
THUS ENABLING THE CUSTOMERS TO SEE THE PRODUCTS IN A RELATABLE SETTING. THE LAYOUT 
HAS MAINTAINED A RECTANGULAR DESIGN ALLOWING FOR THE SPACE TO BE FULLY UTILISED.

IKEA: WHERE IT ALL BEGAN.
1943: FOUNDED IN BY INGVAR KAMPRAD (BORN IN SOUTHERN SWEDEN). THE NAME CAME FROM HIS 
INITIALS AND ‘A’ AND ‘E’ FROM THE FIRST LETTER OF THE VILLAGE AND FARM HE GREW UP IN.

1948: FURNITURE WAS INTRODUCED INTO IKEA MANUFACTURING- THE WOOD WAS ALWAYS SUPPLIED 
LOCALLY FROM AROUND KAMPRADS HOME TOWN.

1951: IKEA PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS ON A LARGER SCALE BY PRODUCING A CATALOGUE.
1953: IKEA OPENED SHOWROOMS
1956: PRODUCTION OF FLAT PACK- FIRST PIECE OF FURNITURE WAS THE LÖVET. (THIS WAS RE-
LAUNCHED IN 2013 FOR ITS 50TH ANNIVERSARY, RENAMED LÖVEBACKEN)

1958: FIRST IKEA STORE OPENS
IKEA BEGINS TO MOVE ALL OVER THE WORLD: 1963: NORWAY 1969: DENMARK 1973: SWITZER-
LAND 1974: GERMANY 1975: AUSTRALIA 1976: CANADA 1977: AUSTRIA 1979: NETHERLANDS 
1981: FRANCE 1984: BELGIUM 1985: USA 1987: UK (MANCHESTER) 1989: ITALY 

WHAT IS DIY?

THE ACTIVITY OF DECORATING, BUILDING, AND MAKING FIXTURES AND 
REPAIRS AT HOME BY ONESELF RATHER THAN EMPLOYING A PROFESSIONAL.
DIY RETAIL IS ONE OF THE LARGEST STORES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AND THERE IS 
ALWAYS A GAP IN THE INDUSTRY FOR NEW AND IMPROVED PRODUCTS AND ALSO STORES ON 
THEIR OWN. DIY COVERS A LOT OF DIFFERENT ASPECTS WITHIN THE DIY INDUSTRY SUCH AS:

FURNITURE, WAREHOUSES
FABRICS, MATERIAL SHOPS, SEWING, HABERDASHERY
COOKWARE, IKEA
ART, CREATIVE PROJECT, HANDMADE, VINTAGE, UPCYCLING
TOOLS, WOOD AND METAL, WAREHOUSES, PEGBOARD

TARGET AUDIENCE
• TRADESMEN
• SERIOUS DIY CUSTOMERS
• PEOPLE AGED 18+ (STUDENTS)

PETA-LOU KROG, CAMILLE OXBERRY, GEORGIA JONES, RACHEL KELLY, OLIVIA HOPKINS, MICHAEL JESUOROB
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THE HISTORY OF DIY

DURING WWII THERE WAS A LOT OF PRESSURE ON THE MANUFACTURING OF CLOTHES AND THE 
RETAIL INDUSTRY, THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT PROPOSED A WAY TO REDUCE RAW MATERIALS AND 

VAST CONSUMPTION OF CLOTHING BY INTRODUCING CLOTHING RATIONING IN 1941. RATIONING 
ENCOURAGED INDIVIDUAL INGENUITY AND CREATIVITY. THE OUTCOME OF 
THE WAR IMPACTED GREATLY ON DIY AS NOT ONLY MAKING THINGD FOR THEMSELVES, THEY WERE 

GAINING NEW SKILLS AND THATS WHAT DIY IS ALL ABOUT; TRYING SOMETHING NEW.

8 BUILDING BLOCKS TO DIY
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